
The Mask Dilemma:
A discussion on acoustic 
problems and solutions

Part 2: What is everyone doing in real life?



What measures are you 
using to minimize the 
spread of COVID-19 in 
your itinerant role? 



Are there any other ways you are being creative 
about your service delivery to minimize the spread of 
COVID-19? 

Have met in child’s yard/driveway. Gone for 
walks w/students. Met by Zoom 
which has been great for some, but 
certainly not for all. 

Using live captioning on MS translator during 
sessions with secondary students. 

I am still seeing my students on a regular 
weekly basis whether its 1-2 times a 
week. We meet in a quiet private room so 
that minimizes the spread of COVID and we 
physically distance. 

I am doing group teaching. 

Mostly virtual now as with home schooled 
students. 



Requested (and got) an iPad for students to 
use so then I do not need to sanitize my 
laptop multiple times a day. All IEP meetings 
attending online 

Are there any other ways you are being creative 
about your service delivery to minimize the spread of 
COVID-19?

High School scheduling has been very difficult 
to deal with. The quarter system has made 
seeing students complicated. So more virtual 
meetings. 

We've spent a lot of time looking at all 
different kinds of masks and testing them 
in various places and with/without DM, 
behind plexiglass, etc. Overwhelmingly like 
disposable masks or jersey cotton material 
masks. 

I have done virtual Zoom lessons, experience 
boxes where we can do activity and, live 
captioning

More focus on captioning during sessions. 

Teaching speech to text apps Supporting DL 
students online 



What kind(s) of masks is 
everyone using? 



I am putting my student’s 
needs before my own
when choosing a mask.



***Reminder to check with your local health officials and district’s OHS department 
regarding the safety of any specific product.

My favourite mask or PPE is:

mask with clear window, plexiglass barrier, 
humanity shield. 

The Mingle Mask, my students prefer this 
for visual and lip-reading. Most of my 
students cannot understand anything 
that is being said even with the FM with a 
cloth/surgical mask. 

I like the mingle masks 
I'm interested in getting a Humanity Shield 
as it seems safe and accessible. 

Humanity shield with the mingle mask

I don't love anything about PPE 

Surgical (disposable) mask. Easy to breathe 
in and less gaping than the window mask. 
Also less distortion - found with an 
adapted FLE most of my students 
understood the most with it 



My favourite mask or PPE is:

Surgical (disposable) mask. Easy to breathe 
in and less gaping than the window mask. 
Also less distortion - found with an 
adapted FLE most of my students 
understood the most with it.

Cloth mask Sanitizer Alcohol wipes. 

A mask that my student prefers paired with  FM. 

Clear mask 
Still looking for it! Safe Hands by Sage is a nice 
hand cream that has antibacterial... not to 
replace sanitizer but..... 

Face shield that attaches to my glasses.
Mini popdhh sanitizer 

***Reminder to check with your local health officials and district’s OHS department 
regarding the safety of any specific product.

Depends on the student -
if the student relies on 
speechreading… 



Maximizing Visual and Auditory Access
What measures are you using to check-in your 
student's ability to participate in the context of in-
person communication with masks?



Things I learned today, that I will use tomorrow:


